
JACOBS EXHAUST BRAKE®

It All Comes Down To Picking
The Right Exhaust Brake.
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Don’t Compromise Exhaust Brake
Performance. Or Your Warranty.
You already know that your Dodge Ram

Cummins Turbo Diesel is an uncompromising

kind of vehicle. And when you’re considering an

exhaust brake for your Dodge Ram, it’s no time

for imitations. You need the genuine Jacobs

Exhaust Brake®, the only factory-approved

exhaust brake built for the Cummins Turbo

Diesel. There’s no better way to get the extra

control you need for tough downhill runs without

risking your engine or your power train warranty.

Get The One Brake 
Designed For A Legend.
The Jacobs Exhaust Brake, from 

the legendary Jake Brake® family of

products, is the only exhaust brake

that Mopar endorses for your 

Dodge Ram. Why? Because it’s the only one jointly

engineered for maximum performance and durability

by the heavy-duty experts at Cummins and Jacobs. 

The Jacobs Exhaust Brake is precision-engineered

to work with your Cummins Turbo Diesel. It

transforms horsepower into braking power by 

using a butterfly valve in the exhaust system. When

activated, this valve restricts the exhaust gas flow and

increases backpressure in the engine, slowing down

your Dodge Ram pickup and reducing brake wear. 

In fact, it can help your brakes last up to three times

longer for significant maintenance savings. 

With its direct turbo-mount housing and butterfly

plate manufactured from a special alloy that isn’t

affected by extreme temperatures, the Jacobs

Exhaust Brake delivers reliability and durability you

can count on no matter how long you use it. Its

exclusive OEM test-certified design eliminates

contamination and carbon buildup in the housing to

keep the butterfly plate opening and closing freely.

The aerodynamic design of the housing and

butterfly plate allows smooth exhaust flow to

maintain fuel economy when not in use.

At work or at play, the Jacobs Exhaust Brake lets

you face the toughest downhill situations with

total confidence. 

New For 2003.
The new Jacobs

Exhaust Brake kit for

the 2003 Dodge Ram

now includes an easy-

to-use fingertip control

on/off switch mounted

right on the gearshift

for increased driver convenience and safety. 

And a belt-driven vacuum-pump system

exclusively designed by Cummins is used to

actuate the new exhaust brake. Also, there is

more peak braking horsepower than on the

previous Cummins 24-valve engines. 

In addition, the Jacobs Exhaust Brake comes

with a comprehensive 3-year/100,000-mile

(160,935 km) warranty on the exhaust brake

assembly and a 3-year/36,000-mile (57,937 km)

warranty on all other kit components.

It all comes down to picking the right exhaust

brake for your Dodge Ram. Visit your Dodge

dealer or Cummins distributor and get the

Jacobs Exhaust Brake today. For more details

and parts numbers, visit www.cummins.com 

or www.jakebrake.com or call us at 

1-800-DIESELS (1-800-343-7357).
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